2018 Facebook Posts
9/21/18 – 2 postings
Tomorrow is the first day of fall and the kickoff to National Falls Prevention Awareness Week! Learn 6
steps to prevent older adult falls. bit.ly/1fMSUeL #FPAD2018

Over 74,000 Californians (65+) were hospitalized for a fall in 2014, costing $5.3 billion. Help prevent falls
by participating in one of these programs. bit.ly/2BhL3Fi #FPAD2018

9/24/18
It’s Fall Prevention Awareness Week! Watch a quick video and learn 6 steps to prevent older adult falls.
vimeo.com/preventfalls #FPAD2018

9/25/18 – 2 postings
Join NCOA and an expert panel for a Twitter chat about fall prevention strategies today @ 11:30 am!
twitter.com/NCOAging #FPAD2018
Falls are the leading cause of injuries for Californians aged 65 and over. Small changes to your home can
lower your risk. Go to bit.ly/2EDugZO for a room-by-room checklist. #FPAD2018

9/26/18
Opioids can increase older adults’ fall risk. Consider reviewing your medications with your doctor. Go to
bit.ly/2L4zscn to learn more. #FPAD218

9/27/18
Adults with arthritis are more likely to fall. Visit bit.ly/2NckjYp and see how small changes can lower
your risk. #FPAD2018

9/28/18
More than 208,000 Californians (65+) visited the ER in 2014 for a fall at a cost of $973 million. Find local
programs that can help. stopfallscalifornia.org #FPAD2018

2018 Twitter Posts
#FPAD2018
9/21/18 – 2 postings
Tomorrow is the first day of fall and the kickoff to National Falls Prevention Awareness Week! Learn 6
steps to prevent older adult falls. bit.ly/1fMSUeL #FPAD2018
Over 74,000 Californians (65+) were hospitalized for a fall in 2014, costing $5.3 billion. Help prevent falls
by participating in one of these programs. bit.ly/2BhL3Fi #FPAD2018
9/24/18
It’s Fall Prevention Awareness Week! Watch a quick video and learn 6 steps to prevent older adult falls.
vimeo.com/preventfalls #FPAD2018
9/25/18 – 2 postings
Join NCOA and an expert panel for a Twitter chat about fall prevention strategies today @ 11:30 am!
twitter.com/NCOAging #FPAD2018
Falls are the leading cause of injuries for Californians aged 65 and over. Small changes to your home can
lower your risk. Go to bit.ly/2EDugZO for a room-by-room checklist. #FPAD2018
9/26/18
Opioids can increase older adults’ fall risk. Consider reviewing your medications with your doctor. Go to
bit.ly/2L4zscn to learn more. #FPAD218
9/27/18
Adults with arthritis are more likely to fall. See bit.ly/2NckjYp for how small changes can lower your risk.
#FPAD2018
9/28/18
More than 208,000 Californians (65+) visited the ER in 2014 for a fall at a cost of $973 million. Find local
programs that can help. stopfallscalifornia.org #FPAD2018

